A year-long program for future leaders

Packaged academic and professional development offerings:

- Starting in August, cohort-specific social and academic activities including meals, panels, field trips, and networking

- A fall integrative policy and research course in pressing global topics
  *Including but not limited to: Chinese development finance, digital inclusion and governance, global health, international security, and human rights.*

- An immersive D.C.-based winter break seminar focused on site visits and industry experts from the global policy world
  *Includes meeting with policymakers from the Defense Department, State Department, the National Security Council, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and the U.S. Agency for International Development.*

- A spring break study abroad trip to Brussels and Paris

- A summer internship with the flexibility to occur virtually, in Washington, D.C., or internationally.

Students will:

- Be matched with two W&M mentors to support their career objectives.

- Learn to converse with confidence with policymakers on a range of current global issues.

- Apply global policy and theory to professional, industry-based situations.

- Evaluate their professional experience to determine future career path.

Learn more and apply at wm.edu/dc/gsp

The Global Scholars Program is a collaboration between the William & Mary Washington Center and the Global Research Institute